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About This Content

This DLC pack contains 80 double-sided kanji flash cards. These are ready to print at home, and feature artwork from Learn
Japanese To Survive! Kanji Combat.

Buying this DLC pack allows you to download a set of flash cards that are suitable for printing. Follow the instructions included
to print the cards correctly, and then cut them out to use your new cards in your studies!

Contains 80 flash cards, covering the first set of kanji featured in the game.

[LOCATING YOUR DLC ONCE PURCHASED & DOWNLOADED]

DLC files are downloaded to your game's Steam directory after purchase. The default location is:

\Program Files (x86)\SteamLibrary\steamapps\common\Learn Japanese To Survive! Kanji Combat\

If this is not valid on your computer, locate your game's install directory using these instructions:

- Open the Steam client and navigate to your game library
- Right-click the entry for Learn Japanese To Survive! Kanji Combat and select Properties

- Click the Local Files tab
- Click Browse Local Files
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This will open the game's directory, and once your DLC is installed, you'll be able to view the files.
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"Would you like to enable natural disasters?"

Me: Heck yeah!

30 minutes into the game a tsunami wipes out 90% of my population

10\/10 would flood again. Nope! Shame on me for jumping on the farm wagon thinking this would be good. Its Professional
Farmer 2014 rebranded! Same \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 physics, same
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 gameplay, same \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 support.. Pro: great
graphics especially atm the time.
Great controls
Fun gameplay
Motor bikes steampunk style
Fun co op and arenas
Voice chat
Cons: few bugs nothing new to the game industry.
Other than that none to speak of.. First found out about this VN back in 2013\/2014, whenever the anime shorts of it aired. The
anime was cute and the VN art is amazing so I was looking forward to SP bringing this over.

It's a typical, but enjoyable SoL RomCom with a hint of drama and a cast of cute characters that mesh really well. The
soundtrack is also pretty nice to listen to and doesn't get stale. The plot proceeds in a day-by-day fashion with occasional
timeskips (like from a school day to that weekend date). Any drama really doesn't happen until after you finish the common
route and get on one of the main 4 girls' routes, but it's not TOO heavy given that this is a RomCom first after all. The pacing
can sometimes be a bit random, but I find it makes for good comedic effect most of the time. Also they use heart-pupils for
comedic effect occasionally so if that's your thing go for it lol.

There are 4 girls to choose from, which is quite easy given that choices are usually obvious and are binary:

Kaoruko - the very nice and adorable student council president who is slightly airheaded. She's very compassionate and all-
around enjoyable. Also the main girl of the 4. I usually don't even think much of anime girls like her and she still caught my
attention.

Ashe - the tsundere of the game and the vice president (aka Kaoruko's right hand woman). Her tsundere-ometer isn't maxed out
and generally her tsun only comes in when appropriate. It's not like every interaction of hers is full of tsun, b-baka! (forgive me
for the terrible joke). I think she's one of the better well-written tsunderes because being tsundere really isn't her main selling
point. It helps define her personality

Toa - MC's BLOOD-RELATED younger sister you sick \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 \/s. Doesn't help how subservient MC is to
her. She's a lazy NEET super-programmer and makes the most money in the house (hence her 5\/6 monitor setup at the foot of
her bed).

Mihiro - Toa's childhood friend who, by extension, is also MC's childhood friend. Also best girl. Fite me. Her family runs a
restaurant called Miyase's, after their family name. It also happens to be located pretty much right across the street. She's very
teasing and playful, but still a good friend when it matters. I love how the game switches to her POV occasionally on her route.
It adds so much to her character compared to the other girls.

Overall I'd give it 8-8.5\/10. I have really enjoyed this game thus far, while initially seeming a little sparse, I very quickly
realised that there is actually alot of nuance and interesting interactions between mechanics. The traits for your soldatos, capos
and your don, for example, at first seemed a little generic and boring, until I realised they stack on top of each other in the
geographic divisions of the game, allowing interesting stacking and builiding of modifiors and alot of interesting possibilities
there alone! This game is teeming with things like that, the mechanics all feel well thought out and nuanced.

The game is also very thematically sound with money being the sole driving purpose and primary resource of everything you do,
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your actions are abstracted in a brilliant way, almost simulating the dissonance between the leader of a criminal syndicate and
the carnage they create. You will end up killing dozens of people, in the cold pursuit of money, and you will not see any of it, it
is purely impersonal and just numbers.

It very much feels like a good boardgame and one can see that the devs were going for that in a way with the design of the map,
the one menu you have in the game, looks like a boardgame, and it works. It is a compact, well thought out and surprisingly
nuanced game.

I do have a few light criticisms of the game, that are a little annoying, but that I am sure will be addressed in future patches:
- the lack of tutorial makes starting the game a little jarring, although there is a glossary button at the top of the screen that
explains all of the game mechanics well, it is never pointed out to you.
- the ui feels a little oversized, perhaps it is just due to having a lower resolution, but it takes up about 2\/5ths of the screen at all
times at least, it makes it feel slightly clutered. I think it could do well with slightly scaling down the ui elements slightly.
- the music is nice, however there are a small number of tracks and they very quickly start to repeat, a small gripe, but worth
mentioning

I will definately be playing more of this in the coming days, and I'm excited to see what will be done with this game and this
studio in the future, and I wish them luck.. The atmosphere is so relaxing and soothing that you can't even get upset when you're
at a loss for what to do with those damn hooks. They say you're not supposed to be exposed to blue light before you go to bed
but I say bask in the glow of Sinkr's cerulean aura to help relax yourself and gain a sense of accomplishment for the day. The
satisfaction of dropping those reptile eye looking balls into the circular abyss brings a sense of peace.. There's a weird bug(?)
where other farms in multiplayer show the banana bunches it drops as candy as well, even when that person doesn't have the
skin. But other than that it looks dank.. Very neat puzzle game! Can't wait to see what other complexities are hidden in the more
difficult networks. If you are looking for a very different puzzle experience, this is it.. It has promise but the levels have no
random element to them. great game but with potential atm would say its not worth the price ticket would definatly recommend
on sale or after some random map design to encourage replayability.
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really really boring game
way to repetive and too simplistic for a "Strategie" game. After 1 hour of playing I can't even beat the first boss

10\/10 This is more difficult than actual touhou. https://youtu.be/Vtkjni7f5VE

The core shoot-em-up mechanics all fall short of their goal leaving this game in bullet purgatory due to a lack of polish.. Pros:
Tenshi, Reisen (My fav character) and Yukari (Train Master) was playable characters

Cons: need to add Cirno (The Strongest) and Sakuya or Utsuho/Okuu (need MOAR nukes). I'm a bit surprised to see that this
game is not early access after having played through it. I would recommend that the developers go check out Outpost Haven
especially and also Zombie SAS4 on Kongregate for ideas to flesh out the game some more. The experience is very barebones
here, grab the game on sale, but I like top down shooters and would like to see this expanded. Thanks.

Changed my review to negative as there has been no attempt to update this game since the original posting. This game is a waste
of money, go elsewhere.. What can I say? This is a fun platformer, with entertaining elements, great environments, good music
and fun design.
My kids and I all enjoy it. As a parent of budding gamers I am interested in finding safe games for them to start out with and
this game is just right. Not too easy as to be boring, but not so challenging that it is frustrating, and not bloody and mature.

I call this a child safe game, that adults can enjoy too, and definitely recommend it.. Hard to learn, hard to master.
Sometimes you spent 5-10 minutes to plan 30 seconds.
But if you into planning strategies, you will love it.. Steam's binary system fails me again. I recommend this game on a big
sale(75%+). I picked it up for $0.99 and I feel ok with what I paid for it since it always takes me forever to finish games. But a
lot of people would probably want to get it for much cheaper.

This game is REALLY short.

I was a little worried because I heard about the problems with the flashlight regarding the battery life and a black circle in the
center. I'm pleased to say that there is no longer a black circle in the middle of the flashlight so that has been patched. I didn't
have a problem with the batteries either because my monitor has night vision mode.

There isn't much of a story outside of the details provided in the beginning, but I found the atmosphere to be solidly spooky.
The spookiness didn't last long however since I learned that not everything has a 'cog' to indicate that it can be interacted with, a
lot of my time was spent wandering around the house mashing 'E' to try and figure out what to do next.

I spent a really long time being lost in this game for three reasons(minor spoilers here):

1. There was no indication that I needed to find a mug and use it on the leaky pipe in the bathroom
2. I thought that I was supposed to find something to clean off the dirty picture with the final number of the code.
3. I'm a goofball and didn't realize that I could push objects out of the way.

After watching a couple video walkthroughs, I was able to complete the game. The ending wasn't great. I felt a little
disappointed after all the effort of exploring and solving puzzles that it suddenly ended like that.

That being said, the translation was solid but there could be a better indication of how saving works. It just says 'Press to save'.
Press what? I assumed it was 'E' but there is no indication that I have saved once I press it. *shrug*. this software is very easy to
use and only minor issues have been seen,
those of witch were not the softwares fault.

-the good
*allows for direct recording to MPEG
*can record sound as a seporate factor
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*runs quietly in the background - apparently about 5fps drop

-the bad
*video files can easily be currupted, they do not save if the game freezes
*no identifycation of recording begining when the record key is pushed
~ so could go a while being unaware of recording status, not even a unique sound for begining

overall this software is great, however at £36, it is steap, id place it at £30 MAXIMUM,
unless ofcourse you really want recording sofftware

~any questions feel free to ask :)
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